Residual Tumor Volume and Location Predict Progression After Primary Subtotal Resection of Sporadic Vestibular Schwannomas: A Retrospective Volumetric Study.
Preservation of functional integrity during vestibular schwannoma surgery has become critical in the era of patient-centric medical decision-making. Subtotal tumor removal is often necessary when dense adhesions between the tumor and critical structures are present. However, it is unclear what the rate of tumor control is after subtotal resection (STR) and what factors are associated with recurrence. To determine the rate of residual tumor growth after STR and identify clinical and radiographic predictors of tumor progression. A single-institution retrospective study was performed on all sporadic vestibular schwannomas that underwent surgical resection between January 1, 2002 and December 31, 2015. Clinical charts, pathology, radiology, and operative reports were reviewed. Volumetric analysis was performed on all pre- and postoperative MR imaging. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression was performed to identify predictors of the primary endpoint of tumor progression. Kaplan-Meier analysis was performed to compare progression free survival between 2 groups of residual tumor volumes and location. In this cohort of 66 patients who underwent primary STR, 30% had documented progression within a median follow up period of 3.1 yr. Greater residual tumor volume (OR 2.0 [1.1-4.0]) and residual disease within the internal auditory canal (OR 3.7 [1.0-13.4]) predicted progression on multivariate analysis. These longitudinal data provide insight into the behavior of residual tumor, helping clinicians to determine if and when STR is an acceptable surgical strategy and to anchor expectations during shared medical decision-making consultation with patients.